Now your computer can have 20/20 vision.

Now with real time image processing and IBM PC compatibility.

Datacube continues to be the single source leader in image processing and graphics for your Multibus, Q-Bus, and now IBM PC's. Solutions are available from single boards to fully integrated systems.

Resolutions range from 320H x 240V to 1400H x 1100V with pixel depths from 1 to 24 bits.

The new SP-123 offers advanced signal processing of high resolution black & white or full color images at the rate of 14 megapixels per second.

The new IVG-128 is a complete video acquisition and display module on a single IBM PC compatible card. It features input & output look up tables, an 8-bit digitizer, and RGB 8-bit outputs.

The new DC-1000 and DC-1500 systems are complete workstations capable of video acquisition and image processing.

Datacube products provide reliable vision and real time image processing for robotics, medical imaging, surveillance, inspection, teleconferencing, animation, etc. And at surprisingly low prices.

Call or write for our new Product Guide of Multibus, Q-Bus, and IBM PC compatible boards and systems. Datacube Incorporated, 4 Dearborn Road, Peabody, MA 01960, Telephone: (617) 535-6644.

Western Sales Office: Telephone: (408) 737-9978.
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